STRONIC DREI – The pulse of a new erotism
The third of the bunch, STRONIC DREI is right up there with its trailblazing predecessors
EINS and ZWEI. Just turn on this sturdy companion once to get an idea of how much
passion the revolutionary pulsator bestows.
Bremen, May 2013 – The STRONIC DREI, thanks to its prominent structuring and the
pulsating STRONIC stimulation, pleasures bit by bit upon insertion. Every single elevation
boosts the intensity of the thrusting movements. With its slightly bent shape the STRONIC
DREI stimulates the g-spot while the thicker toy end arouses the clitoris. The holding
support makes it possible to safely use for anal fun, pleasuring the anus and perineum,
allowing men to enjoy the STRONIC DREI too!
Not that the STRONIC DREI could replace your lover – but not much is missing
when this powerful StrongTOY with its ten finely tuned, exciting stimulation levels
brings you to climax, thrust for thrust, both vaginally and anally. The rhythmic
back and forth movements are not only surprisingly new, but also extremely
naturalistic and thrilling – for both men and women!
The pulsator STRONIC DREI comes with an internationally patented unique
power unit with especially powerful impulses. Its perfected shape, ten adjustable
stimulation rhythms and an innovative control unit for intuitive handling all make
the STRONIC DREI an absolute must.
STRONIC DREI – the first pulsator for vaginal and anal pleasures.
With its slightly bent shape, the STRONIC DREI stimulates the g-spot or the
prostrate in a variety of ways. Gently increasing, wild, massive or pumping.
Every ridge on the silicone shaft boosts the thrilling sensation that STRONIC DREI gives – from
lightly stimulating to really exciting! A thicker element at the end of the toy promises real pleasure
and pampers the clitoris, perineum or the anus.

The STRONIC DREI is robuster than some of its counterparts and therefore
is more suitable to the “Heavy User” who loves to play with fire. As unique as
the toy is, the secret to its success is simple: the slower the more intense. Its
particular appeal lies in the lower frequencies levels. The powerful impulse of
the unique motor leaves the run of the mill hyper-pumping vibrators in the dust
and captivates with a uniquely stimulating erotic adventure.
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About FUN FACTORY Ltd:
FUN FACTORY, one of Europe's largest manufacturer of aesthetic and stylish love toys, has its headquarters
in Bremen, right on the Weser river. From the first sketch, to the design and the technical implementation right
up to completion of the toy – the trends and latest hits in the industry are and remain “Made in Germany“ and
come directly from this Hanseatic city. It was here that FUN FACTORY was founded in 1996 by Dirk Bauer
and Michael Pahl. In 2003, the first subsidiary of FUN FACTORY opened in the USA. Today the company has
over 120 employees and makes customers from all over the world happy with its products.
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